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Abstract

Let G be a reductive split p-adic group and let U be the unipotent radical of a Borel subgroup. We
study the cohomology with trivial Zp-coefficients of the profinite nilpotent group N “ UpOF q and its
Lie algebra n, by extending a classical result of Kostant to our integral p-adic setup. The techniques
used are a combination of results from group theory, algebraic groups and homological algebra.

1 Introduction

In this paper we study the cohomology of the group of integral points of unipotent radicals of p-adic
algebraic groups.

Let p ě 5 be a prime number. Let F be a p-adic field, with ring of integer OF , and denote d “ rF : Qps.
Let G be a connected, reductive, split F -group. Fix once and for all a maximal split F -torus T, as well
as a Borel subgroup B containing T and defined over F . Let U “ RupBq be the unipotent radical of B.

We also fix integral, smooth OF -models for all the group schemes considered above (see 1.1 for their
construction), and we still denote them by G,B,U,T.

Our main object of study is the continuous cohomology of the profinite group UpOF q with coefficients
into finitely generated Zp-modules, in particular the trivial module, and we want to understand these
objects as TpOF q-modules.

Our first result is a slight modification of a celebrated theorem of Kostant that describes Lie algebra
cohomology for the unipotent OF -Lie algebra u “ Lie U. We prove a ‘p-adic integral’ version, very similar
(but not identical) to those already proven in [22, 28, 10].

Theorem 1. [Kostant’s theorem] Let G be simple and simply connected. Suppose that p ě h, the Coxeter
number of G. Consider the trivial u-module OF . Then its cohomology is

Hn
OF
pu,OF q –

à

wPW,lpwq“n

VOF pw ¨ 0q

where VOF pλq is the highest-weight T-module associated1 to the character λ and lpwq denotes the length
of the Weyl element w, defined as in section 1.1.

This is proved in section 2.2, mainly following the ideas in [28].
Let n be the Lie algebra u, viewed as a Zp-algebra (see section 1.1 for the precise setup). Since we

are interested in cohomology with Zp-coefficients, we record the following corollary which follows from
theorem 1.

Corollary 2. Suppose F {Qp is Galois.
The only ResOF {ZpTpZpq “ TpOF q-modules appearing in the cohomology Hn

Zp pn,Zpq are of the form

VOF p
ř

ipwi ¨ 0qq as we vary twiu
d
i“1 in the Weyl group subject to the condition that

řd
i“1 lpwiq “ n. In

particular, H˚pn,Zpq is a finite, free Zp-module.

1in other words, VOF pλq – OF with TpOF q acting via λ.
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Fix an unordered d-uple w “ twiu
d
i“1 of Weyl group elements (possibly repeated) whose sum of lengths

is n. The multiplicity of the module VOF p
ř

i pwi ¨ 0qq in Hn
Zp pn,Zpq is the number of GalpF {Qpq-orbits

on Cw where Cw is the set of all bijections AutpF {Qpq ÝÑ w and GalpF {Qpq acts by precomposition.

We introduce AutpF {Qpq in the definition of the set Cw to emphasize that we are assigning a wi to
each Galois element in GalpF {Qpq, but we do not care about the group structure yet - until we consider
the GalpF {Qpq-orbits on Cw.

Remark. It may happen that different unordered d-uples twiu and tw1iu give the same character
ř

ipwi¨0q “
ř

ipw
1
i ¨ 0q and therefore the two T-modules are isomorphic. Understanding when that happens seems to

be quite a difficult combinatorial problem which we have not attempted to solve.

Next, we study the continuous group cohomology of N “ UpOF q by comparing it with the Lie algebra
cohomology of n. More precisely, we follow Polo and Tilouine’s blueprint in section 3 of [22] to obtain a
spectral sequence relating Lie algebra cohomology and group cohomology. The notation and terminology
related to filtered algebras are defined in section 3.3.

Theorem 3. Consider the augmentation filtration on the completed group algebra ZprrN ss. Let V be a
finitely generated Zp-module with a continuous action of BpOF q. Suppose that as a filtered T pOF q7ZprrN ss-
module, V has a bounded and discrete filtration.

Then there exists a convergent spectral sequence of TpOF q-modules

Er,s1 “ Hr`s
grZprrNss pgrZp, grV qr ñ Er,s8 “ Hr`s

ZprrNsspZp, V qr “ Hr`spN,V qr.

that converges to the graded TpOF q-module associated to a TpOF q-equivariant filtration of H˚pN,V q.

Finally, we show that for the trivial module V “ Zp, the spectral sequence converges at the first page,
so that the previous results yield

Theorem 4. There is a TpOF q-equivariant isomorphism

H˚Zp pn,Zpq – grH˚ pN,Zpq

between the Lie algebra cohomology of the Zp-Lie algebra n and the graded module associated to the
TpOF q-equivariant filtration of H˚pN,Zpq induced by the augmentation ideal.

The proofs of these theorems follow the outline of Polo and Tilouine’s work ([22], section 3): we filter
the completed group algebra ZprrN ss by powers of the augmentation ideal, show that the associated
graded algebra is isomorphic to the enveloping algebra of n, and then prove that the filtered complex
spectral sequences in theorem 3 collapses on the first page, giving us the isomorphism of theorem 4.

1.1 Notation

We collect in this section some notation and terminology used throughout the rest of the paper.
Let G be a connected, reductive, split F -group. We fix an OF -model of G as in theorem 1.2 of [5],

due to Demazure and Gabriel. This OF -model (still often denoted G) is a smooth, affine group scheme
with connected, reductive fibers.

Since G is split (being a Chevalley group scheme of a split F -group), we can choose a maximal OF -
torus in it which is fiberwise split (see example 3.1 of [5]), and we denote it by T. Its generic fiber TF is
a maximal, split F -torus in GF and all maximal, split F -tori of GF are F -conjugate to it.

We consider next the roots ΦpG,Tq of T on G (see sections 3-5 of [4] for the theory of root data over
OF -reductive groups). Fix a cocharacter λ P HomOF pGm,Tq not annihilated by any root in Φ pG,Tq - this
defines a Borel subgroup B “ PGpλq over OF (we use the dynamical description of parabolic subgroups
as in [4], see in particular sections 4.1 and 5.2), as in example 3.1 of [5].
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As mentioned in the introduction, we will often abuse notation and suppress the fiber-subscript, so
G, B and T will be used to denote both the OF -models and their generic fibers, the meaning being clear
from context.

Our choice of the Borel subgroup B determines a basis of simple roots ∆ “ tα1, . . . , αru as well as a
choice of positive roots Φ` “ Φ`pG,Tq inside ΦpG,Tq.

For each positive root α P Φ`pG,Tq, we define the height of α as

hpαq “
ÿ

i

ni where α “
ÿ

i

niαi.

We denote by ρ the half-sum of the positive roots Φ`. If G is simply connected then ρ P X˚ pTq.
In this instance, the height hpαq is also equal to xα_, ρy by proposition 29, section 1 of [2], where
x¨, ¨y : X˚pTq ˆX

˚pTq ÝÑ Z is the usual perfect pairing between cocharacter and character lattice.
The Coxeter number of G is the maximum h of xα_, ρy ` 1 as α varies among the positive roots.
We fix an ordering of the positive roots such that the height is non-decreasing, we have then Φ` “

tα1, . . . , αnu. The Weyl group W “ NGpTq{T is generated by the simple reflections tsαuαP∆. This gives
the notion of length of a Weyl element w PW : the smallest possible number of simple reflections needed
to write w as a word in the sα’s.

Recall the dot action of the Weyl group W on the character lattice:

w ¨ λ “ wpλ` ρq ´ ρ @w PW,λ P X˚pTq.

For each root α P Φ` we have the associated root group Uα, an OF -group scheme isomorphic to Ga,
and we fix isomorphisms θα : Ga ÝÑ Uα giving rise to a Chevalley system, as explained for instance in
proposition 6.3.4 and remark 6.3.5 of [4].

As theorem 5.1.13 in [4] explains, the multiplication map is then an isomorphism of OF -schemes:

ź

αPΦ`

Uα ÝÑ U (1)

where the product of the root groups is ordered accordingly to the ordering of Φ` we have fixed.
Denote uα “ Lie Uα the OF -Lie algebra of the root group Uα.
For technical purposes, it is convenient to bring down our setup to Zp. It is known (see for instance

[20], proposition A.3.7) that Weil restriction along the finite, free map Zp ãÑ OF preserves split unipotent
group schemes. Denote then U1 “ ResOF {ZpU the Weil restriction of U to Zp (a split, unipotent group
scheme over Zp) and n “ ResOF {Zpu its Zp-Lie algebra.2 Similarly, for each root α we let U1α “ ResOF {ZpUα

and nα “ ResOF {Zpuα be the Weil restrictions of the root group corresponding to α and its Lie algebra.
The conjugation action of T on U and the induced action on u are algebraic, and thus can be brought
down to Zp to get algebraic actions of the (non-split) torus ResOF {ZpT on U1 and n defined over Zp.

Finally, denote by N “ U1pZpq – UpOF q the integral points of U, and similarly Nα “ U1αpZpq –
UαpOF q.

When computing Lie algebra cohomology, we will use a subscript to remind the reader what linear
structure we are using: for instance H˚Zp pn,´q is the cohomology of the Zp-Lie algebra n while H˚OF pu,´q
is the cohomology of the OF -Lie algebra u.

1.2 Further directions and applications

This paper arose from the goal of describing H˚ pUpOF q,Z{pnq as a TpOF q-module, and in particular
when the cohomology groups Ha

`

TpOF q, H
b pUpOF q,Z{pnq

˘

vanish. This understanding was crucial to

2Our notion for Weil restriction of Lie algebras follows that of Oesterle in [20], proposition A.3.3: of the OF -module g we
only remember its structure as a Zp-module, and the bracket operation is also seen as a Zp-bilinear map.
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extend the results of the author’s PhD thesis to a larger generality. On the other hand, the results of
this paper are independent of the rest of the author’s thesis and are thus written separately.

It is clear that the results and the proofs in this paper go through in the more general setup when B is
replaced by a parabolic subgroup P, U is replaced by the unipotent radical of the parabolic RupPq and the
torus T is replaced by a Levi subgroup L – P{RupPq. Indeed, the sources [22, 28, 9] work in this greater
generality of a parabolic subgroup P, and the work of Hartley [14, 15] can immediately be adapted to a gen-
eral unipotent radical RupPq. One will then get a description of H˚ pRupPqpOF q,Zpq as a LpOF q-module.
We have not made this result explicit simply because understanding Ha

`

LpOF q, H
b pRupPqpOF q,Z{pnq

˘

is much harder whenever L is not a torus, and thus the intended original application of this paper’s results
to the author’s thesis does not follow through.

The sources [22, 28, 9, 10] deal with the cohomology of U with coefficients in a particular class of
highest weight modules (and not just trivial coefficients). It would be interesting to pursue this line of
investigation, and understand how much of the present paper can be carried through to this more general
setup of coefficients in a highest weight module with nontrivial U-action. While Kostant’s theorem 1 and
the results of section 3 (in particular the existence of the equivariant spectral sequence of theorem 3)
should be amenable to this general setup, it is not immediately clear how to replace the step in the proof
of corollary 2 that uses Kunneth’s theorem.

The interest in the cohomology of analytic p-adic groups, for example the ones considered in this
paper, has spiked in recent years due to their connection to various area of representation theory and
number theory, such as mod p and p-adic representation theory of reductive p-adic groups.

One potential application of the computations in this paper is the following: in [10], Grosse-Klonne
studies universal modulesMχpV q for mod p spherical Hecke algebras HpG,K, V q of p-adic groups. Among
other results, he describes some sufficient conditions for the freeness of the universal modules: these con-
ditions are precisely expressed in terms of the cohomology H˚

`

N,V bZp Fp
˘

(see proposition 6.4 and
theorem 8.2 in [10], which consider the special case F “ Qp). It is conceivable that by combining corol-
lary 2 and theorem 4 one gets a description of H˚pN,Zpq (and more generally of H˚pN,V q for a special
class of highest weight modules V , if the technical obstacle explained above can be removed) and hence
of H˚pN,Fpq (resp. H˚pN,V bZp Fpq), explicit enough to extend the aforementioned results in [10] to
the case of a general p-adic field F .

The freeness of the universal module over its Hecke algebra would have many important consequences,
for instance the existence of supersingular representations for GpF q over Fp (see remark 5b in the intro-
duction of [10]). This was an open problem for a general p-adic reductive group in characteristic p and
has only very recently been settled by Vigneras in [27] besides a few special cases. Vigneras’ approach is
through a detailed and careful study of Hecke algebras via their presentations, and it would be interesting
to have a different proof of existence.

1.3 Acknowledgments

This paper owes a debt of gratitude to my advisor Akshay Venkatesh, who encouraged me to pursue
this project to extend my thesis’s results to a larger generality and suggested the correct strategy to
approach the problem. I also want to thank Nivedita Bhaskhar, Rita Fioresi and Mihalis Savvas for
helpful conversations, and an anonymous referee for suggesting some improvements.

2 Lie algebra cohomology

In this section we compute the Lie algebra cohomology of u and of n with coefficients in OF and Zp
respectively. This is based on a version of Kostant’s theorem for unipotent OF -Lie algebras very similar
to those proved by Polo and Tilouine in [22] and by the authors of [28].
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2.1 Reduction steps

We start with some reductions: we are interested in the ResOF {ZpTpZpq “ TpOF q-action on H˚Zppn,Zpq.
Since the action is via conjugation, it certainly factors through the center ZG. Moreover, when we pass
from G to its adjoint quotient G{ZG, the unipotent radical maps isomorphically onto its image, so the
same is true for its Lie algebra. We can thus assume that G is semisimple and adjoint. In fact, the same
reasoning allows us to consider any element of the central isogeny class of G, since maximal tori also
correspond to one another under the central isogeny Gsc ÝÑ Gad. For example, we could equivalently
assume that G is semisimple and simply connected.

Recall that a connected, reductive F -group is said to be simple if it does not have any nontrivial
smooth proper connected normal subgroup. As explained in corollary 10.1.3 of [6], the multiplication
map

ź

i

Gi ÝÑ G

from the product of the simple factors of G to G itself is a central isogeny, and it is an isomorphism
if G is simply connected or adjoint (which we are free to assume). Moreover, if G is simply connected
(resp. adjoint), then each of the Gi is also simply connected (resp. adjoint), and maximal split tori, Borel
subgroups and their unipotent radicals correspond under the product map.

In particular,
ś

Ti – T where each Ti is a maximal split torus of Gi and
ś

Ui – U where Ui is the
unipotent radical of the Borel subgroup Bi “ Gi X B of Gi.

For the Lie algebras, we obtain that
ś

i ui – u where the isomorphism is equivariant for the action
of

ś

TipOF q – TpOF q - the same clearly holds for the Weil restrictions
ś

i ni – n with equivariant
ś

ResOF {ZpTipZpq – ResOF {ZpTpZpq-actions. The Kunneth formula gives then

Hn
Zp pn,Zpq –

à

ř

ki“n

â

i

Hki
Zp pni,Zpq ,

where obviously the actions of ResOF {ZpTpZpq on the left and of
ś

ResOF {ZpTipZpq on the right corre-
spond. This shows that for the purpose of understanding the ResOF {ZpTpZpq-action on H˚Zp pn,Zpq we
can assume that G is simple.

Moreover, the Kunneth formula also gives

Hn pN,Zpq –
à

ř

ki“n

â

i

Hki pNi,Zpq

where we denote Ni “ ResOF {ZpUipZpq “ UipOF q, and again the isomorphism is equivariant for the action
of ResOF {ZpTpZpq –

ś

ResOF {ZpTipZpq.
Therefore, it suffices to prove theorem 4 in case of G simple and simply connected, and the case of

general connected reductive split G follows from the above reasoning.

Lemma 5. Let g be a Zp-Lie algebra. Let F {Qp be a finite extension. Denote gOF “ gbZp OF the ‘base
change’ of g to OF . Let V be a g-module which is a finite, free Zp-module. Then

H˚OF
`

gOF , V bZp OF
˘

– H˚Zp pg, V q bZp OF .

In particular, if F {Qp is Galois, then

H˚OF
`

gOF , V bZp OF
˘GalpF {Qpq

– H˚Zp pg, V q .

Proof. Recall that for any free OF -module W , the cohomology of gOF with coefficients in W is defined
as the homology of the complex

C‚pgOF ,W q :“ HomOF

˜

‚
ľ

gOF ,W

¸

.
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The differential is defined as

dfpx0, . . . , xqq “
ÿ

0ďiăjďq

p´1qi`jf prxi, xjs, x0, . . . , x̂i, . . . , x̂j , . . . , xqq`

`

q
ÿ

i“0

p´1qixi.f px0, . . . , x̂i, . . . , xqq .

Since every
Źn g is a free Zp-module, we have natural isomorphisms

HomZp

˜

n
ľ

g, V

¸

bZp OF – HomOF

˜˜

n
ľ

g

¸

bZp OF , V bZp OF

¸

,

where we also notice that since OF is a free Zp-module, we have p
Źn gq bZp OF –

Źn
pgOF q in a natural

way.
In fact, these isomorphisms are compatible with the differentials, where on the left hand side we have

db idOF and on the right hand side f b x ÞÑ df b x, so that we obtain an isomorphisms of complexes

C‚pg, V q bZp OF – C‚
`

gOF , V bZp OF
˘

(2)

Using that OF is finite, free as a Zp-module, and hence flat, the universal coefficient theorem as in
[24] (corollary 7.56) guarantees that we obtain isomorphisms

Hn
Zp pg, V q bZp OF – Hn

OF

`

gOF , V bZp OF
˘

(3)

as the relevant Tor
Zp
1

`

Hn´1pg, V q,OF
˘

group is always zero. This proves the first part of the claim.
Suppose now that F {Qp is Galois. GalpF {Qpq acts on the complex

HomZp

˜

‚
ľ

g, V

¸

bZp OF

on the second factor, and through the isomorphism of complexes in formula 2 we obtain a Galois action
on HomOF

`
Ź‚ gOF , V bZp OF

˘

defined as

pγ.fqpx1, . . . , xqq :“ γ
`

f
`

γ´1.x1, . . . , γ
´1.xq

˘˘

@γ P GalpF {Qpq.

Since the Galois action on HomZp p
Ź‚ g, V q bZp OF obviously commutes with the differential, the same

holds for this Galois action on HomOF

`
Ź‚ gOF , V bZp OF

˘

and thus it descends to an action on the
cohomology H˚OF

`

gOF , V bZp OF
˘

.
In particular, the isomorphism in formula 3 respects the Galois action, where on the left hand side this

Galois action is only on the second tensor factor. The second claim of the lemma follows immediately.

2.2 Kostant’s theorem

Our goal in this section is to prove theorem 1 which we recall for the reader’s convenience.

Theorem 1. [Kostant’s theorem] Let G be simple and simply connected. Suppose that p ě h, the Coxeter
number of G. Consider the trivial u-module OF . Then its cohomology is

Hn
OF
pu,OF q –

à

wPW,lpwq“n

VOF pw ¨ 0q

where VOF pλq is the highest-weight T-module associated3 to the character λ and lpwq denotes the length
of the Weyl element w, defined as in section 1.1.

3in other words, VOF pλq – OF with TpOF q acting via λ.
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We start building towards the proof of this theorem by doing some reductions as well as introducing
some technical tools. We follow the ideas in [28], with considerable simplifications since we are only
considering the case of the unipotent radical of a Borel subgroup, and not of a general parabolic subgroup.

By the classification of simple algebraic groups and work of Chevalley, we know that G, as well as
g and u, have Zp-models since their structure constants can be defined over Z. For all highest weight
T-modules we have

VOF pw ¨ 0q – VZppw ¨ 0q bZp OF ,

hence it is clear thanks to lemma 5 that it suffices to prove the theorem for F “ Qp.
Fix a Zp-basis of weight vectors txαuαPΦ` for u, and let tfαuαPΦ` be the dual Zp-basis of u˚. Notice

that the cohomology of u can equivalently be computed by the complex
Ź‚
pu˚q, and that a basis of

Źk
pu˚q is given by

fα “ fα1 ^ . . .^ fαk

as α1, . . . , αk vary in Φ`.
Given a subset Ψ Ă Φ`, we define

xΨy :“
ÿ

βPΨ

β

and for w PW we define
Φpwq “ wΦ´ X Φ`.

Lemma 6. Let w PW .

1. The size of Φpwq is the length lpwq.

2. w ¨ 0 “ ´xΦpwqy.

3. If w ¨ 0 “ ´xΨy for some Ψ Ă Φ`, then Ψ “ Φpwq.

Proof. Part 1 is corollary 1.7 in [13], part 2 is proposition 3.19 in [16] and part 3 is lemma 3.1.2 in [28].

We make explicit the following result, explained in section 3.2 of [28]. Let w P W , so that by lemma
6 w ¨ 0 “ ´xΦpwqy and Φpwq is the unique subset of positive roots satisfying that equality. Enumerate
Φpwq “ tβ1, . . . , βnu.

Lemma 7. The vector
fΦpwq :“ fβ1 ^ . . .^ fβn

has weight w ¨ 0 in
Źn

pu˚q, and in fact spans (over Zp) the relevant eigenspace. Moreover, it descends
to a nonzero element of Hn pu,Zpq and n is the only degree where the weight w ¨ 0 appears.

Proof. It is clear that fΦpwq has weight exactly ´xΦpwqy “ w ¨0, where the minus sign appears because T
is acting on the dual Lie algebra. Any weight in

Ź‚
pu˚q has to be a sum of negative roots, so lemma 6

guarantees that if w ¨0 appears as a weight, such a sum should be ´xΦpwqy, which on the other hand can
only appear in degree |Φpwq| “ lpwq (by lemma 6). Finally, it is clear thanks to the alternating property
that any other ‘arrangement’ of the roots tβ1, . . . , βnu “ Φpwq to create a vector in

Źn
pu˚q has to be a

multiple of fΦpwq.
Now, since the differentials in the complex

Ź‚
pu˚q are T-equivariant, they preserve the weights and

hence fΦpwq must descend to a cohomology class in Hn pu,Zpq - indeed the weight w ¨ 0 does not appear

in
Źn`1

pu˚q and hence fΦpwq is a cocycle, but the weight w ¨ 0 does not appear in
Źn´1

pu˚q and hence
fΦpwq is not a coboundary.

The fact that the weight w ¨ 0 only appears in degree n in H˚Zp pu,Zpq is a consequence of the same

fact for the complex
Ź‚

pu˚q, since the Lie algebra cohomology H˚Zppu,Zpq is a T-equivariant subquotient
of it.
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Proof of theorem 1. Lemma 7 shows that we have an injection

i :
à

wPW,lpwq“n

VZppw ¨ 0q ãÑ Hn
Zppu,Zpq

of a finite, free Zp-module into a finitely generated Zp-module.
To show that this injection is an equality, it suffices to prove that ibZp Qp and ibZp Fp are isomor-

phisms.
Now, theorem 4.1.1 in [28] constructs the same injection for C and Fp-coefficients, and proves that the

injection is indeed an isomorphism. The proof with C-coefficients works verbatim with Qp-coefficients,
since it simply uses that C is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. The universal coefficient
theorem (applied in the same fashion as in formula 2.1.2 in [28]) yields that

Hn
´

uQp ,Qp

¯

– Hn pu,Zpq bZp Qp

since Qp is a divisible Zp-module.
As for the Weyl modules VZppλq, it is immediate that VZppλq bZp Qp is the highest weight Qp-module

of highest weight λ. This fact and theorem 4.1.1 in loc. cit. show that ibZpQp is indeed an isomorphism.

It remains to check that ibZpFp is an isomorphism. Since theorem 4.1.1 is proven with Fp-coefficients,

we only need to show that ibZp Fp coincides with the map of theorem 4.1.1 of loc. cit.

For the Weyl modules, it is again obvious that VZppw ¨ 0q bZp Fp – VFppw ¨ 0q, as both sides are

1-dimensional Fp-modules on which TpZpq acts as w ¨ 0.

To show thatHn pu,ZpqbZpFp – Hn
´

uFp ,Fp
¯

it suffices to show thatHn´1 pu,Zpq is a free Zp-module,

and then the universal coefficient theorem ([24], corollary 7.56) will yield the required isomorphism. This
is clear by induction on n: the base case n “ 0 has simply H0

Zp pu,Zpq – Zp, while the inductive step uses

that we have proven the theorem for n ´ 1, so that Hn´1pu,Zpq –
À

wPW,lpwq“n´1 VZppw ¨ 0q is a finite,
free Zp-module.

We can now take Kostant’s theorem 1 as a starting point, and compute the cohomology of n, a Zp-Lie
algebra, with coefficients in the trivial module Zp. Notice that we cannot immediately apply Kostant’s
theorem to n “ ResOF {Zpu, since this is not (in general) the Lie algebra of the unipotent radical of a Borel
subgroup of a split group.

Suppose that F {Qp is Galois, then lemma 5 gives that

H˚Zp pn,Zpq – H˚OF pnOF ,OF q
GalpF {Qpq ,

so we aim to compute the right hand side. Because of the technical nature of the following argument, for
the sake of clarity we drop the shortcut notation u, n and use instead Lie U, Lie

`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

and so on.
As explained in [7], appendix A.7 we have an isomorphism

Lie pUq – Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

of Zp-Lie algebras, and we also have (by the discussion after formula 2.1.3 in [7])

Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

bZp OF – Lie
``

ResOF {ZpU
˘

ˆZp OF
˘

and since
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

ˆZp OF –
ź

σPGalpF {Qpq
UˆOF ,σ OF

we conclude that
Lie

`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

bZp OF –
ź

σPGalpF {Qpq
Lie

`

UˆOF ,σ OF
˘

.
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These isomorphisms are compatible for the action of

`

ResOF {ZpT
˘

ˆZp OF –
ź

σPGalpF {Qpq
TˆOF ,σ OF ,

in the sense that the left side acts naturally on Lie
`

ResOF {ZpUˆZp OF
˘

and the right side acts compo-

nentwise on
ś

σPGalpF {Qpq Lie
`

UˆOF ,σ OF
˘

.
Therefore when taking cohomology, we obtain the isomorphism

H˚OF
`

Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

bZp OF ,OF
˘

– H˚OF

¨

˝

ź

σPGalpF {Qpq
Lie

`

UˆOF ,σ OF
˘

,OF

˛

‚

and by Kunneth’s theorem the latter module is isomorphic to

â

σPGalpF {Qpq
H˚OF

`

Lie
`

UˆOF ,σ OF
˘

,OF
˘

where the action of
ś

σPGalpF {QpqTˆOF ,σ OF is again component-wise.

The Galois group GalpF {Qpq acts on both ResOF {ZpTˆZpOF and ResOF {ZpUˆZpOF on the OF -factor,
compatibly with the conjugation action of the first group on the second (because the conjugation action is
algebraic). In particular, this implies that the torus action on the cohomology of Lie

`

ResOF {ZpUˆZp OF
˘

is Galois-semilinear - see also formula 5 afterwards.
Therefore, the Galois-fixed submodule of H˚OF

`

Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

bZp OF ,OF
˘

- which coincide with

H˚Zp
`

Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

,Zp
˘

by lemma 5 and the isomorphisms described above - is acted upon by the

Galois-fixed subtorus of ResOF {ZpTˆZpOF , which is just ResOF {ZpT. In fact, taking Galois-invariants (on

both the torus and the cohomology module) recovers the natural action of ResOF {ZpT onH˚Zp
`

Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

,Zp
˘

which is exactly what we aim to compute.
We start by noticing that we can apply Kostant’s theorem 1 to each σ-twist, and obtain that the

T ˆOF ,σ OF -module Hnσ
OF

`

Lie
`

UˆOF ,σ OF
˘

,OF
˘

is a direct sum of characters indexed by Weyl-group
elements of length nσ:

Hn
OF

`

Lie
`

UˆOF ,σ OF
˘

,OF
˘

–
à

lpwσq“nσ

VOF pwσ ¨ 0q

where the σ-subscript simply reminds us which Galois-twist we are looking at. This and the discussion
above show, in particular, that H˚OF

`

Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

bZp OF ,OF
˘

is a finite, free OF -module.
Assume first that |GalpF {Qpq| “ d is coprime to p. Then the averaging operator

e :“
1

d

ÿ

γPGalpF {Qpq
γ : H˚OF

`

Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

bZp OF ,OF
˘

ÝÑ H˚OF
`

Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

bZp OF ,OF
˘

(4)

is an idempotent projection on the Galois-fixed submodule of H˚OF

`

Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

bZp OF ,OF
˘

.

The semilinearity of the Galois action means that for each f P H˚OF

`

Lie
`

UˆOF ,σ OF
˘

,OF
˘

, t P
TˆOF ,σ OF and γ P GalpF {Qpq we have

γ. pt.fq “ γptq.γpfq (5)

where γptq P TˆOF ,γσ OF and γpfq P H˚OF

`

Lie
`

UˆOF ,γσ OF
˘

,OF
˘

.
In particular, if λ P X˚pTq and f is in the λ-eigenspace for TˆOF ,σ OF we have that

γptq.γpfq “ γ. pt.fq “ γ. pλptq ¨ fq “ γ pλptqq ¨ γpfq “ λ pγptqq γpfq

9



where the last equality, where we swap γ and λ, holds since λ is an algebraic character. This shows that
γpfq is in the λ-eigenspace for TˆOF ,γσ OF .

We compute the Galois-fixed submodule of H˚OF

`

Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

bZp OF ,OF
˘

by computing the

image of a basis of H˚OF

`

Lie
`

ResOF {ZpU
˘

bZp OF ,OF
˘

under the projection operator e. Fix then a
cohomological degree n, as well as

fw “ bfwσ P
â

σPGalpF {Qpq
OF pwσ ¨ 0q Ă

â

σPGalpF {Qpq
H
lpwσq
OF

`

Lie
`

UˆOF ,σ OF
˘

,OF
˘

where w “ pwσqσPGalpF {Qpq remembers the eigenspace to which fw belongs under the torus action of
ś

σPGalpF {QpqTˆOF ,σ OF , and
ř

σ lpwσq “ n.
Then equation 5 and the discussion following it shows that for each Galois element γ, the cohomology

class γ.f belongs to the
ś

σ T ˆOF ,σ OF -eigenspace where each T ˆOF ,γσ OF acts via wσ ¨ 0 - that is,
letting t “ ptσqσ P

ś

σ TˆOF ,σ OF , we obtain then

t.
`

γ.fw
˘

“
ź

σ

pwσ ¨ 0q ptγσq pγ.fwq (6)

Therefore, if we apply the idempotent e we obtain that

t.
`

e.fw
˘

“ t.

¨

˝

1

d

ÿ

γPGalpF {Qpq
γ.fw

˛

‚“
1

d

ÿ

γPGalpF {Qpq
t.pγ.fwq “

1

d

ÿ

γPGalpF {Qpq

˜

ź

σ

pwσ ¨ 0q ptγσq pγ.fq

¸

.

We now describe how the Galois-invariant subtorus of
`

ResOF {ZpT
˘

ˆZp OF embeds into the isomor-
phic

ś

σ T ˆOF ,σ OF . Let A be the Zp-algebra of the affine group ResOF {ZpT, then the Galois action

on ResOF {ZpT ˆZp OF induces, at the level of OF -points, an action on
`

ResOF {ZpTˆZp OF
˘

pOF q “

HomOF -alg

`

AbZp OF ,OF
˘

given by

f ÞÑ
´

ab x
γ
ÞÑ γ

`

f
`

ab γ´1pxq
˘˘

¯

.

For each OF -algebraB we have a natural adjunction isomorphism HomOF -alg

`

AbZp OF , B
˘

– HomZp-alg pA,Bq.
Transporting the Galois action in the case B “ OF yields that

HomZp-alg pA,OF q Q f
γ
ÞÑ

´

a ÞÑ γpfpaqq
¯

.

It is thus immediate to see that an element f P HomZp-alg pA,Bq is Galois-invariant if and only if it has
image contained in Zp, which is to say it factors through A ÝÑ Zp ãÑ OF .

Let rA be the OF -algebra of the affine group T. The universal property of Weil restriction says that
for any Zp-algebra C we have a natural adjunction isomorphism

HomOF -alg

´

rA,C bZp OF

¯

– HomZp-alg pA,Cq ,

functorial in C. In particular, taking first C “ Zp and then C “ OF gives the following diagram, where
the rows are canonical isomorphisms and the columns are inclusions of Galois-invariants, induced by the
obvious post-compositions on Hom-groups:

TpOF q “ HomOF -alg

´

rA,Zp bZp OF

¯

„ //
� _

��

HomZp-alg pA,Zpq “ ResOF {ZpTpZpq� _

��
TpOF bZp OF q “ HomOF -alg

´

rA,OF bZp OF

¯

„ // HomZp-alg pA,OF q “ ResOF {ZpTpOF q

10



Finally, the isomorphism of OF -algebras

OF bZp OF ÝÑ
ź

σ

OF bOF ,σ OF xb y ÞÑ pxbσ yqσ

shows that the subalgebra ZpbZpOF maps into the ‘diagonally embedded’ tp1bσ xσqσ |xσ “ xσ1 for all σ, σ1u.
Therefore, along the isomorphisms

T
`

OF bZp OF
˘

– T

˜

ź

σ

OF bOF ,σ OF

¸

–
ź

σ

T
`

OF bOF ,σ OF
˘

–
ź

σ

pTˆσ´1 OF q pOF q

the Galois-fixed torus ResOF {ZpTpZpq “ TpOF q embeds ‘diagonally’.
In particular, equation 6 shows that an element of this diagonally embedded torus t “ ptσqσ (with all

tσ being equal, and henceforth denoted by t) acts on γ.fw as multiplication by
ś

σ pwσ ¨ 0q ptq. This is
independent of γ, and therefore the TpOF q action on e.fw is via the same character.

We have thus shown that every irreducible ResOF {ZpTpZpq “ TpOF q-submodule of Hn
Zp pn,Zpq is of

the form VOF p
ř

iwi ¨ 0q for w1, . . . , wd P W with
ř

i lpwiq “ n. It remains to find out the multiplicity of
each of these irreducible modules.

Fix then an unordered d-uple w “ twiu
d
i“1 P W

d with
ř

i lpwiq “ n, and possibly some wi’s are
repeated. The bijections σ : AutpF {Qpq ÝÑ w index the cohomology classes fσ.w “ bσPAutpF {Qpqfwσ
such that epfσ.wq is in the

ř

i pwi ¨ 0q-eigenspace for the Galois-fixed subtorus TpOF q, and in fact we have
shown that the the images under the projection operator e of the various fw (as we vary w) yield a basis
of H˚Zp pn,Zpq.

Two different bijections σ, σ1 : AutpF {Qpq ÝÑ w yield cohomology classes fσ.w and fσ1.w who have
the same image under the projection operator e if and only if there is some γ P GalpF {Qpq such that
γ.fσ.w “ fσ1.w, which is to say if and only if σ.w and σ1.w are in fact in the same Galois orbit. This shows
the formula for the multiplicity.

Finally, we notice that we can relax the assumption that p does not divide d: indeed, we consider
H˚OF pnOF ,OF q bOF F , with the Galois and the torus action only on the first factor. The averaging
operator e is well defined on this tensor product (even if it does not preserve the lattice H˚OF pnOF ,OF q),

and is a projection operator on
´

H˚OF pnOF ,OF q bOF F
¯GalpF {Qpq

– H˚OF pnOF ,OF q
GalpF {Qpq bOF F . The

same argument as before shows now that TpOF q acts on Hn
OF
pnOF ,OF q

GalpF {QpqbOF F via the characters
VOF p

ř

σ wσ ¨ 0q bOF F as we vary w “ pwσq among Weyl group elements whose sums of lengths is n.
We state the result.

Corollary 2. Suppose F {Qp is Galois.
The only ResOF {ZpTpZpq “ TpOF q-modules appearing in the cohomology Hn

Zp pn,Zpq are of the form

VOF p
ř

ipwi ¨ 0qq as we vary twiu
d
i“1 in the Weyl group subject to the condition that

řd
i“1 lpwiq “ n. In

particular, H˚pn,Zpq is a finite, free Zp-module.
Fix an unordered d-uple w “ twiu

d
i“1 of Weyl group elements (possibly repeated) whose sum of lengths

is n. The multiplicity of the module VOF p
ř

i pwi ¨ 0qq in Hn
Zp pn,Zpq is the number of GalpF {Qpq-orbits

on Cw where Cw is the set of all bijections AutpF {Qpq ÝÑ w and GalpF {Qpq acts by precomposition.

3 Comparison between group and Lie algebra cohomology

In this section we prove theorem 4, whose outline of the proof has been given in the introduction. As
mentioned in subsection 2.1, we can and do assume that G is simple.
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3.1 The Lie algebra as a graded algebra

In this subsection we show that n is naturally isomorphic to the graded Lie algebra associated to the
lower central series filtration of N . We are inspired by two sources that prove very similar results. One of
the source is Polo-Tilouine [22], sections 3.3 and 3.6, and the other is Friedlander-Parshall [9], proposition
4.2. Both sources are considering nilpotent groups over Z, but adapting it to our p-adic situation is not
difficult.

Let tCipNquiě1 be the lower central series of N - this has a description in terms of root groups as in
lemma 8 below.

Consider the graded algebra grN :“
À

iC
ipNq{Ci`1pNq. This is a Zp-Lie algebra (with brackets

given by taking commutators), since each quotient CipNq{Ci`1pNq is a finite, free Zp-module - again by
lemma 8.

Our running assumption on the residue characteristic p ě 5 implies that the coefficients appearing
in the Chevalley commutation relations (see for instance Carter [3], theorem 5.2.2) are invertible in Zp,
which is crucial for the following result.

Lemma 8. For all n ě 1 we have
CnpNq “

ź

hpαqěn

Nα

where as usual the product on the right is taken with respect to our fixed non-decreasing ordering of the
roots.

Proof. By induction on n, the case n “ 1 being given by the isomorphism in equation 1.
Suppose the claim holds for n ´ 1, so that Cn´1pNq “

ś

hpαqěn´1Nα. By definition, CnpNq “

rN,Cn´1pNqs so the commutation relations in [3] (theorem 5.2.2) make it clear that the inclusion CnpNq Ă
ś

hpαqěnNα holds.
For the other inclusion, we show that the Nβ’s having hpβq “ m ě n are contained in CnpNq by

decreasing induction on m. For the base case, fix β a root of maximal height hpβq “ m and take a simple
root αi such that β ´ αi “ α P Φ`. Then hpαq “ m´ 1 ě n´ 1, so that Nα Ă Cn´1pNq. Consider then
the commutator

rθαip1q, θαp1qs “ θβpcq

for some c P O˚F by the aforementioned commutation relations and our assumption on the residue char-
acteristic p ě 5. The fact that there is no other factor on the right hand side is precisely due to the
maximality of m, so that there are no other roots of the form hαi ` kα for i, k ě 1. This shows that
Nβ Ă rC

1pNq, Cn´1pNqs “ CnpNq.
Suppose now that we have shown that all Nβ1 ’s having lpβ1q ě m ` 1 ą n are contained in CnpNq.

Fix β with lpβq “ m ě n, take again a simple root αi such that β ´ αi “ α P Φ` and consider the
commutator

rθαip1q, θαp1qs “
ź

h,kě1

θhαi`kα pch,k,αi,α ¨ p˘1qq .

The only positive root on the right hand side whose height is less than m` 1 is the one corresponding to
h “ 1 “ k, that is, it is exactly β. Therefore,

rθαip1q, θαp1qs “ θβpcq ¨ u
1

for some c P O˚F and u1 P
ś

hpβ1qěm`1Nβ1 Ă CnpNq. In particular, we obtain that Nβ Ă CnpNq.

Notice now that the height function h provides us also with a grading (in fact, with a filtration) on
the Lie algebra n: that is to say, npmq “

À

hpαq“m nα. The usual commutation formulas show that the
bracket operation is compatible with the grading, i.e. rnpmq, npnqs Ă npm` nq.

12



Theorem 9. The family of maps

θn : CnpNq{Cn`1pNq –
ź

hpαq“n

Nα

ś

θ´1
α

ÝÑ
à

hpαq“n

nα

indexed by n provides an isomorphism of graded Zp-Lie algebras grN – n.

Remark. We are making a small abuse of notation by implicitly identifying Ga – Lie Ua – uα via d θα.

Proof. The fact that the maps θn are Zp-linear and provide a bijection grN ÝÑ n is clear from lemma
8, what needs to be shown is that the family of maps tθnu respects the brackets. This rests on the
usual commutation formulas of [3], section 5.2, as explained by Friedlander and Parshall in their proof of
proposition 4.2 in [9].

3.2 The universal enveloping algebra

We now prove that the filtration given by the powers of the augmentation ideal on the completed group
algebra ZprrN ss has associated graded algebra isomorphic to the universal enveloping algebra Upnq. We
adapt the argument from Hartley’s exposition in [14], section 2.

Let then I “ xx ´ 1yxPN be the augmentation ideal, that is to say, the kernel of the augmentation
map ZprrN ss ÝÑ Zp. This is a two sided ideal and is closed for the profinite topology of ZprrN ss.

We filter ZprrN ss by powers of I, and consider the associated graded algebra

grZprrN ss :“
à

ně0

In{In`1.

The associativity of the multiplication operation in the group algebra yields that the operation

px` In`1qpy ` Im`1q :“ xy ` Im`n`1

on grZprrN ss is associative. In particular, we get a graded Zp-Lie algebra structure, where the bracket
operation is defined as rx, ys “ xy ´ yx.

It is well-known (see for example Passi [21] chapter III section 1.5) that if x P CnpNq (the n-th
subgroup in the lower central series for N) then x ´ 1 P Jn, the n-th power of the augmentation ideal
J Ă ZprN s, the (uncompleted) group algebra. In particular, the closure of J in ZprrN ss is exactly I, and
the same holds for the respective powers.

We have then a morphism of graded Zp-Lie algebras:

grN ÝÑ grZprrN ss xCn`1pNq ÞÑ px´ 1q ` In`1 @x P CnpNq. (7)

Indeed it is easy to check that

xyx´1y´1´1 “ rx, ysN ´1 ” rx´1, y´1sgrZprrNss “ px´1qpy´1q´py´1qpx´1q “ xy´yx mod Im`n`1

for any x P CnpNq, y P CmpNq.
We denote by UpgrNq the universal enveloping algebra of grN – n as a graded Zp-Lie algebra. That

is, UpgrNq is the initial object in the category of Zp-associative graded Lie algebras equipped with graded
Zp-Lie algebra maps from grN .

Remark. In fact, UpgrNq is the usual enveloping algebra of the Zp-Lie algebra grN , with the grading
induced by that of grN .
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Since grZprrN ss is a graded associative Zp-Lie algebra, the above map 7 extends to

Θ : UpgrNq ÝÑ grZprrN ss. (8)

We will show in theorem 13 that Θ is an isomorphism.
We now describe a homogeneous Zp-basis for the graded Lie algebra grN . Recall from lemma 8 that

CnpNq “
ś

hpαqěnNα, so that we have an isomorphism
ś

hpαq“nNα – CnpNq{Cn`1pNq induced by the
injection of the root groups inside CnpNq.

Fix once and for all an isomorphism OF – Zdp of free Zp-modules. Then we have Zdp – OF – Nα

where the second isomorphism is θα. Since both maps are Zp-linear, this provides us with a Zp-basis
Bα “ tx

α
1 , . . . , x

α
d u (the image of the standard basis of the free Zp-module Zdp) for each Nα.

We conclude that
Bn “

ď

hpαq“n

Bα

(as usual, ordered accordingly to the ordering on the roots fixed before) is a Zp-basis for CnpNq{Cn`1pNq.
The union of the Bn’s as n increases provides us then with a Zp-basis B “ tx1, . . . , xMu of grN formed
by homogeneous elements and ordered in (weakly) increasing degree. For each element xj P B we denote
by µpxjq the integer such that xj P Bn - that is to say, the height of the root αpjq such that xj P Nαpjq -

and by Xj the subgroup of Nαpjq – Zdp which is ‘Zp-spanned’ by xj (an isomorphic image of Zp).

Lemma 10. For each n ě 1, define En to be the Zp-span (inside ZprN s) of the elements

p1´ y1q ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ ysq such that yj P Xkj and
ÿ

µpxkj q ě n.

Here, we ordered the products so that if j ă j1 then kj ď kj1 which is to say that xkj comes no later than
xkj1 in our ordering fixed above.4 Then Jn “ En, and in particular the closure of En in ZprrN ss coincides
with In.

Proof. This follows closely section 2 in [15]. First of all just like in lemma 2.2 of loc. cit., one shows
that EnEm Ă En`m - the proof goes through verbatim, since it’s not much more than a re-arrangement
lemma. In particular since the product map in ZprrN ss is continuous we can take closures to get

Ea ¨ Eb Ă Ea`b for all a, b ě 1.

Now notice that clearly E1 Ă J . On the other hand, each g P N can be written down uniquely
(thanks to the isomorphism in formula 1) as an ordered product g “

ś

α g
α with gα P Nα. Since we fixed

isomorphisms Nα – Zdp, we obtain that gα “
śd
i“1 y

α
i (again an ordered product) for yαi P X

α
i . Replacing

each yαi by p1´ p1´ yαi qq and expanding the product one gets that

g “ 1`
ÿ

all products

p´1qsp1´ y11q ¨ . . . ¨ p1´ y
1
sq.

In particular, 1 ´ g is in E1. Since t1 ´ gugPN is a Zp-basis for the augmentation ideal J Ă ZprN s, we
obtain that E1 “ J , and taking closures that E1 “ I.

Now, as Jn`1 “ Jn ¨ J , we obtain by induction on n that Jn Ă En.
The other inclusion is clear, since yj P Zp.xj Ă CµpxjqpNq implies that p1 ´ yjq P J

µpxjq. Therefore,
Jn “ En and taking closures, we obtain

En “ Jn “ In.

4We could have xkj “ xkj1 .
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For each element xk of our basis B and each r ě 0, we define the following elements of ZprN s:

upkqr “ x
´r r

2
s

k pxk ´ 1qr “

$

&

%

1 if r “ 0

x´ik pxk ´ 1q2i if r “ 2i

x´ik pxk ´ 1q2i´1 if r “ 2i´ 1

For each M -uple of non-negative integers j “ pj1, . . . , jM q we set

upjq :“ u
p1q
j1
¨ . . . ¨ u

pMq
jM

having weight

µpjq :“
M
ÿ

k“1

jkµpxkq.

Proposition 11. A topological Zp-basis of In is given by

Bn “ tupjq |µpjq ě nu .

By ‘topological Zp-basis’ we mean that these elements are Zp-linearly independent, and that the closure
of their Zp-span in ZprrN ss coincide with In.

Proof. Denote Ik Ă ZprrXkss the augmentation ideal. Notice that if yj P Xkj , then p1 ´ yjq P Ikj .
Grouping together the factors p1 ´ yjq’s corresponding to the same subgroup Xk, we obtain that En is

spanned by products ξ1 ¨ . . . ξM such that ξk P I
jk
k and

ř

jkµpxkq ě n (we allow jk “ 0 if no factor
corresponding to Xk appears).

We now construct topological Zp-bases for the powers of the augmentation ideal Ik. In fact, we already
have:

Claim 12. The set tu
pkq
t utěr is a topological Zp-basis for Irk - i.e. they are Zp-linearly independent and

their Zp-span is dense in Irk.

Proof of the claim. Exactly like in lemma 2.4 in [15] one proves that tu
pkq
0 , . . . , u

pkq
r u is a Zp-basis

for
řt r

2
u

i“´r r
2

s
Zpxik. In particular, tu

pkq
r urě0 is a Zp-basis for

À

iPZ Zpxik, which shows the Zp-linear

independence statement. Now notice that once we take the closure of this in ZprrXkss, we obtain
the entire group algebra. This is best seen from the fact that Z ãÑ Zp is a dense embedding, or
even more explicitly from the well-known isomorphisms ψ : ZprrXkss ÝÑ ZprrT ss (ring of formal
power series in one variable) obtained by sending pxk ´ 1q ÞÑ T .

The definition of the u
pkq
i ’s makes it clear that Irk Ą

ř

těr Zpu
pkq
t . On the other hand, we have

ZprrXkss “

t r
2

u
ÿ

i“´r r
2

s

Zpxik ‘
ÿ

iěr

Zpu
pkq
i , (9)

again this can be seen by considering the analogous statement in the isomorphic ring ZprrT ss.
Intersecting both sides of equation 9 with Irk yields that Irk “

´

Irk X
řt r

2
u

i“´r r
2

s
Zp.xk

¯

‘
ř

iěr Zpu
pkq
i ,

so it suffices to prove that the first summand is zero to complete the proof of the claim.

We have shown that
řt r

2
u

i“´r r
2

s
Zpxik is the Zp-span of tu

pkq
0 , . . . , u

pkq
r´1u. Applying the aforemen-

tioned isomorphism ZprrXjss – ZprrT ss and working in the target ring, one sees that Irj “ pT
rq but

the only element in the Zp-span of ψ
´

tu
pkq
0 , . . . , u

pkq
r´1u

¯

“ t1, T pT`1q´1, T 2pT`1q´1, . . . , T r´1pT`

1q´r r
2

su divisible by T r is zero.
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The claim showed that the set tu
pkq
r urějk is a topological Zp-basis for Ijkk , or in other words that

tu
pkq
r urějk “ Ijkk . Therefore the generic element spanning En is of the type

ξ1 ¨ . . . ¨ ξM with ξk P I
jk
k “ tu

pkq
r urějk and

ÿ

k

jkµpxkq ě n.

But now continuity of the product map in ZprrN ss means that the product of the closures
ś

k tu
pkq
r urějk

is contained in the closure of the product
ś

ktu
pkq
r urějk and this latter product coincide exactly with the

Zp-span of the upjq having µpjq ě n.
Finally, the Zp-linear independence of the upjq’s follows from the Zp-linear independence of the single

factors u
pkq
jk

proved in claim 12.

We are finally ready to show the main theorem of this subsection - the bulk of the work has already
been done.

Theorem 13. The map Θ : UpgrNq ÝÑ grZprrN ss defined as in formula 8 is an isomorphism of graded
associative Zp-Lie algebras.

Proof. Recall that Θ is induced by the map grN ÝÑ grZprrN ss sending xCn`1pNq ÞÑ px´1q` In`1. We
will describe Zp-basis for UpgrNq and grZprrN ss and show that Θ sends one into the other.

The ordered basis B for grN provides, by the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, a Zp-basis for UpgrNq
consisting of the monomials

xj11 ¨ . . . ¨ x
jM
M

for all M -uples of non-negative integers j “ pj1, . . . jmq. Moreover, this is a basis of homogeneous elements
for the grading on UpgrNq induced by the grading on grN , where

deg
´

xj11 ¨ . . . ¨ x
jM
M

¯

“

M
ÿ

k“1

jkµpxkq.

In particular, a basis for the subspace of degree n homogeneous elements of UpgrNq is given by

!

xj11 ¨ . . . ¨ x
jM
M

)

such that
ÿ

k

jkµpxkq “ n. (10)

We switch our attention to grZprrN ss. For each M -uple of non-negative integers j “ pj1, . . . , jmq, we
notice that

upjq ” vpjq :“ px1 ´ 1qj1 ¨ . . . ¨ pxM ´ 1qjm mod Iµpjq`1

since when we compute upjq ´ vpjq we pick up an additional factor of px˘1
k ´ 1q, which is in I.

Therefore, a Zp-basis5 of In{In`1 is given by

tvpjq ` In`1u such that µpjq “ n. (11)

Finally, we conclude by noticing that the map Θ gives

xj11 ¨ . . . ¨ x
jM
M ÞÑ px1 ´ 1qj1 ¨ . . . ¨ pxM ´ 1qjM “ vpjq

so that the two Zp-basis correspond to each other.

5We can drop ’topological’ since In{In`1 is a finite, free Zp-module and thus we do not need to take the closure of a
Zp-span.
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3.3 Comparison via a spectral sequence

In this subsection we introduce a spectral sequence which relates cohomology of (modules over) a filtered
algebra and cohomology of (modules over) the associated graded algebra. This is a crucial ingredient to
prove theorem 4.

We start by recalling a general setup for filtered and graded rings and modules.
We follow Polo and Tilouine’s ideas from [22], but we will need take into account the topology of our

profinite algebras (like ZprrN ss) as well. In particular, this calls for adapting the results of Grunenfelder
([11]) and Sjodin ([25]) to the topological setup.

Let then A be a profinite topological ring (not necessarily commutative) equipped with a descending
filtration tFnAuně0 such that each FnA is a closed two-sided ideal in A (for example, the filtration
induced by the powers of a closed two-sided ideal). Every A-module is assumed to be a left A-module,
every left A-module is assumed to have a topology for which the action map is continuous, and every
morphism of left A-modules is assumed to be continuous.

We consider the category FA of filtered (topological) left A-modules. All filtrations are decreasing
and indexed by N (unless we say otherwise, see for example the filtration on Hom-spaces below), and
each FnM is closed in M . The action of A is such that F hA.F kM Ă F h`kM .

Definition 1. Given a map of filtered A-modules f : M ÝÑ N we say that f has filt-degree k if
fpF hMq Ă F h`kN for all h (where we assume F tN “ N if the filtration on N is indexed by N and
t ă 0).

Remark. Notice that the filt-degree of a morphism is not unique, if it exists: indeed if f has filt-degree k
than it also has filt-degree k ´ i for each i ě 1, because the filtration on N is descending.

We denote by HompM,Nq the morphism of finite filt-degree, but as morphisms in the category FA
we only consider the morphisms of filt-degree 0.

Definition 2. A filt-degree 0 morphism f P HomFApM,Nq is said to be strict if fpF hMq “ Imf X F hN
for all h.

Definition 3. The filtration tFnMu of an A-module M is said to be

• discrete if FnM “ 0 for n large enough.

• complete if M “ lim
ÐÝn

M{FnM .

• exhaustive if M “
Ť

n F
nM . This is usually the case, if we set e.g. F 0M “M and F kM “ F kA.M .

• bounded if FnM “M for some n P Z.

We also have the corresponding concepts of graded topological ring, graded topological left modules,
and so on. In particular if A is a filtered topological ring, then grA is a graded topological ring. The
mapping M ÞÑ grM defines a functor from FA to GgrA, the category of graded left grA-modules. If B is
a graded ring, the morphisms in the category GB preserve the degree.

Fact 14 ([25], section 0). A short exact sequence of strict morphisms in FA stays exact upon applying
gr.

Notice that for each M,N P FA we can Z-filter HompM,Nq by

FnHompM,Nq “ tf : M ÝÑ N of filt-degree nu .

Remark. 1. This filtration is exhaustive, since we defined HompM,Nq to be the morphisms respecting
the filtration and having finite filt-degree (possibly negative).
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2. It is often the case that HompM,Nq ‰ HomApM,Nq, i.e. that there are A-module maps M ÝÑ N
which do not have a filt-degree (see section 4 of [25] for a counterexample).

We now want conditions to ensure that each A-module map f : M ÝÑ N has a finite filt-degree.

Definition 4. Let M P FA.

• We say that M is filt-free if it is a free object in ModpAq, and there is a basis txiu with integers
hpiq such that

FnM “
ÿ

i

Fn´hpiqA.xi. @n.

Equivalently, M is a direct sum of shifts6 of A, as mentioned in section 3.4 of [22].

• We say that M is filt finitely generated (filt f.g.) if there exists a finite set txi, hpiqu with xi P M
and hpiq P Z such that

FnM “
ÿ

i

Fn´hpiqA.xi @n.

Lemma 15 (Lemma 15 in [25]). Let M,N P FA. Suppose that M is filt f.g. and that the filtration on N
is exhaustive. Then

HomApM,Nq “ HompM,Nq.

We also have a map

φpM,Nq : grHompM,Nq ÝÑ HomgrA pgrM, grNq

defined in the obvious way, and functorial in M and N .

Lemma 16 (Lemma 16 in [25]). Suppose M is filt-free. Then φpM,Nq is an isomorphism for all N P FA.

Proposition 17 (Lemmas 1 and 2 in [25] and remark 5.2.2 in [19], see also proposition (C) in [22]). Every
M P FA admits a filt-free resolution L‚ ÝÑM ÝÑ 0 by strict morphisms (called a strict resolution).

If the filtration on A is exhaustive and complete and the associated graded grA is Noetherian, then
every M P FA such that grM is finitely generated admits a strict resolution by filt-free, f.g. modules Li.

If M is filt f.g. and has an exhaustive filtration then we can also choose a strict resolution by filt-free,
f.g. modules Li.

Proof. The first two statements are taken verbatim from the aforementioned sources. Remark 5.2.2
says that if M P FA is filt f.g. and has an exhaustive filtration, then it admits a strict epimorphism
f0 : L ÝÑ M ÝÑ 0 with L filt-free and finitely generated. Replacing M by ker f0 with the induced
filtration as a submodule of L (see section I.2 in [19]) and iterating yields the required filt-free, f.g.
resolution.

Suppose now that M P FA is filt f.g. and that either of the latter two statements of the proposition
applies, so that M admits a strict, filt-free, f.g. resolution:

. . . ÝÑ Ln
fn
ÝÑ . . . ÝÑ L1

f1
ÝÑ L0

f0
ÝÑM ÝÑ 0,

recall in particular that each fi has filt-degree 0.
Fix N P FA and suppose its filtration is exhaustive. Then applying HomAp´, Nq to the above

resolution yields the complex

0 ÝÑ HomApM,Nq ÝÑ HomApL0, Nq
d0
ÝÑ HomApL1, Nq

d1
ÝÑ . . . ÝÑ HomApLn, Nq

dn
ÝÑ . . .

6Explicitly, for a filtered A-module M , the shift M phq is the filtered A-module defined by FnM phq
“ Fn´hM .
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whose homology is, by definition, Ext˚ApM,Nq since each Li is a free (hence projective) A-module.
On the other hand, our previous lemmas and the assumption that each Li is filt f.g. says that

HomApLi, Nq “ HompLi, Nq is filtered. We obtain then that the complex HomApL‚, Nq is a filtered
complex, since the differentials di are compatible with the filtrations (the di’s have filt-degree 0 because
the fi’s do).

We can consider then the spectral sequence of this filtered complex: following appendix A of [23] we
have that the E1-page is the homology of the associated graded complex. More precisely, applying the
functor gr we obtain an associated graded complex

0 ÝÑ grHompL0, Nq
grd0
ÝÑ grHompL1, Nq

grd1
ÝÑ . . . ÝÑ grHompLn, Nq

grdn
ÝÑ . . .

and then Er,s1 “ Hr`s pgrHompL‚, Nqqr, that is to say, the pr`sq-th homology of the complex of degree-r
graded pieces.

The spectral sequence has E8-page being the homology groups of the complex HomApL‚, Nq, with
grading induced by the filtration of the complex. More precisely, Er,s8 “ pHr`s pHomApL‚, Nqqrq.

As explained in theorem A.3.1(b) of [23], for the spectral sequence to converge it suffices for the
filtration on the complex HomApL‚, Nq to be bounded and discrete: for each n we want integers upnq ă
vpnq such that F upnqHomApLn, Nq “ HomApLn, Nq (bounded) and F vpnqHomApLn, Nq “ 0 (discrete).

Proposition 18. Suppose that N has a bounded and discrete filtration, and that L is filt-free, direct sum
of shifts of bounded degree. Then HomApL,Nq “ HompL,Nq has bounded and discrete filtration.

Proof. The assumption on L means that in definition 4, L is a (possible infinite) direct sum of shifts
Aphpjqq with hpjq bounded above and below. We fix such bounds h ď hpjq ď H.

We have then F hL “
À

jPJ F
h´hpjqA “

À

jPJ A “ L, so that the filtration on L is bounded. In
particular, it is exhaustive and hence lemma 13 in [25] guarantees that HompL,Nq has a discrete filtration.

Let now f P HomApL,Nq and x P FnL “
À

jPJ F
nAphpjqq, so x “

ř

j xj is a finite sum with

xj P F
nAphpjqq “ Fn´hpjqA. Fix k such that F kN “ N , which exists as the filtration on N is bounded.

Then we have

fpxjq “ xjfp1jq P F
n´hpjqA.N “ Fn´hpjqA.F kN Ă Fn´hpjq`kN Ă Fn´H`kN

where the last inclusion is due to H ě hpjq and the filtration on N being decreasing.
In particular, fpxq “

ř

j fpxjq P F
n´H`kN and thus f has filt-degree k ´ H. This shows that the

every A-morphism has finite filt-degree, so that HomApL,Nq “ HompL,Nq, and that the filtration is
bounded.

The proposition clearly applies to each L “ Li obtained above, since those are filt-free, f.g. modules,
so they are finite direct sums. In particular, we showed that the spectral sequence is convergent.

Consider now the E1-page of the spectral sequence, having Er,s1 “ Hr`s pgrHompL‚, Nqqr. Since
grHompL‚, Nq – HomgrA pgrL‚, grNq by lemma 16, and grLn is a free grA-module for each n, this
graded complex is the one computing the higher derived functors of HomgrA pgrM, grNq. In other words,
Hr`s pHomgrA pgrL‚, grNqqr – Extr`sgrA pgrM, grNqr.

We proved the following theorem:

Theorem 19. Let M P FA be such that it admits a strict resolution by filt-free, f.g. modules L‚ ÝÑ
M ÝÑ 0. Let N P FA have a bounded and discrete filtration. Then there exists a cohomological spectral
sequence with first page

Er,s1 “ Extr`sgrA pgrM, grNqr ñ Er,s8 “ Extr`sA pM,Nqr

converging to the graded module associated to the filtered Extr`sA pM,Nq.
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Just like Polo and Tilouine in section 3 of [22], we also discuss an equivariant version. From now on
we assume that A is a Zp-algebra, for ease of notation. Suppose that we have a group of automorphisms
Λ acting on the filtered Zp-algebra A, i.e. a subgroup of AutZppAq that preserves the filtration.

We can then consider the ‘smash product’ ZprΛs bZp A. The ring structure on this smash product is
given by

pλ1 b a1qpλ2 b a2q “ λ1λ2 b a1λ1pa2q.

We denote the smash product by Λ7A. Notice that the ring embedding φ : A ÝÑ Λ7A sending a ÞÑ 1b a
turns Λ7A into a free right A-module. Explicitly, A‘Λ „

ÝÑ Λ7A via the map paλq ÞÑ
ř

λ λb λpaλq.
We can put on Λ7A the filtration induced by φ, in the sense that FnpΛ7Aq is the two-sided ideal

generated by φpFnAq. Restriction of scalars along the embedding A ÝÑ Λ7A induces a functor FΛ7A ÝÑ

FA, so in particular every filtered Λ7A-module7 can be considered as a filtered A-module.

Remark. Notice that the actual filtration on M P FΛ7A does not change, and hence the abelian group
grM is unambiguously defined, whether we are considering it as a grA-module or as a grpΛ7Aq-module.

Proposition 20. Suppose that FnA “ In for a fixed (two-sided) ideal I of A. Let I 1 be the right ideal
of Λ7A generated by I. Then I 1 is a two-sided ideal of Λ7A, and the filtration induced by φ is the I 1-adic
filtration.

Proof. The first part of the claim is an easy check. For the second, we need to show that if I 1 “ pΛ7AqI,
then pI 1qn “ pΛ7AqIn. The definition of I 1 settles the base case of the induction: for the inductive step,
one needs to show that if

ÿ

i

tit̂i P pI
1qn`1 with ti P I

1, t̂i P pI
1qn,

then we can write this sum as a linear combination of elements pλbaqp1b τq P pΛ7Aqp1b Inq. Obviously
it suffices to treat the case of a single product tt̂, and then use the induction assumption and factor the
sums to finish the proof.

Notice that if M and N are filtered Λ7A-modules, then the group HomApM,Nq has the structure of
a (left) Λ-module:

λ.fpmq “ λ
`

fpλ´1mq
˘

@λ P Λ, @f P HomApM,Nq.

This action preserves the submodule HomFA
pM,Nq of morphisms of finite filt-degree, and thus descends

to a Λ-action on HomgrA pgrM, grNq defined via the same formula.
Suppose now that M is a filt f.g. Λ7A-module with exhaustive filtration. By proposition 17, we

can find a strict resolution of M by filt-free, f.g. Λ7A-modules: L‚ ÝÑ M ÝÑ 0, so the maps are
Λ-equivariant.

Let N P FΛ7A. Applying HomA p´, Nq to the resolution above gives then the complex

0 ÝÑ HomApM,Nq ÝÑ HomA pL‚, Nq

whose homology computes Ext˚ApM,Nq, and moreover the differentials are now Λ-equivariant, so that
they induce a Λ-action on homology.

SupposeN has a bounded and discrete filtration as a Λ7A-module. Then these properties are preserved
once we consider N as a filtered A-module, hence proposition 18 applies (because the Li’s are filt-free,
f.g. as Λ7A-modules, and hence considered as A-modules they stay filt-free and the shifts degrees are the
same as those as a Λ7A-module, in particular they are bounded) and our complex

0 ÝÑ HomA pL‚, Nq

is in fact a flltered complex of Λ-modules.

7Equivalently, a (filtered) Λ7A-module is a (filtered) A-module M with a Λ-action (preserving the filtration) such that
λpa.mq “ λpaq.λpmq for all a P A, λ P Λ and m PM .
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When we apply gr we obtain (since the Li’s are filt-free A-module and hence lemma 16 applies) the
complex of Λ-modules 0 ÝÑ grHom pL‚, Nq which is isomorphic to 0 ÝÑ HomgrA pgrL‚, grNq and hence
its homology is exactly Ext˚grA pgrM, grNq. Therefore, we obtain a filtered complex spectral sequence
of Λ-modules with the same E1 and E8-pages as in theorem 19 but now every object involved has a
Λ-module structure. We proved the following result.

Corollary 21. Let M P FΛ7A be filt f.g. with an exhaustive filtration, and let N P FΛ7A have a bounded,
discrete filtration.

Then there exists a cohomological spectral sequence of Λ-modules with first page

Er,s1 “ Extr`sgrA pgrM, grNqr ñ Er,s8 “ Extr`sA pM,Nqr

converging to the graded Λ-module associated to the filtered Extr`sA pM,Nq.

3.4 Proof of theorem 4

Let’s now specialize to the situation we care about. Let G be a compact p-adic analytic group, and
let A “ ZprrGss be the completed group algebra. We filter it via the powers of the augmentation ideal
I. As explained by Symonds and Weigel in [26], the category of topological ZprrGss-modules has two
important subcategories, that of profinite modules PA and that of discrete modules DA. We filter each
ZprrGss-module by the powers of the augmentation ideal I:

FnM :“ InM.

Notice that every trivial module M gets then the bounded and discrete filtration F 0M “M Ą F 1M “ 0
since obviously g ´ 1 sends each M Q m ÞÑ 0 for all g P G.

As explained in [26], section 3.2, we can consider the Ext-functors:

Ext : PA ˆDA ÝÑ DZp

and in particular the continuous group cohomology of a discrete module V is computed by

H˚pG,V q “ Ext˚ZprrGss pZp, V q . (12)

A theorem of Lazard (see the discussion in the introduction of [26] as well as in section 3.7 of loc. cit.) says
that compact p-adic analytic groups are ‘of type FP8’ which is to say that the profinite ZprrGss-module
Zp admits a resolution

. . . ÝÑ Ln ÝÑ . . . ÝÑ L1 ÝÑ L0 ÝÑ Zp ÝÑ 0

with finite free ZprrGss-modules Li.
In fact, the discussion in section 3.7 of [26] (see in particular after proposition 3.7.1 and theorem 3.7.4)

says that for a group G of type FP8 we can extend the definition of cohomology as in equation 12 to
coefficient modules in PA. Given V P PZprrGss, its cohomology is defined as the homology of the complex
HomZprrGsspL‚, V q where L‚ ÝÑ Zp ÝÑ 0 is any resolution of Zp by finite, free ZprrGss-modules.

Let us now take G “ N “ UpOF q to be our integral p-adic unipotent group, and let Λ “ TpOF q act
on N by conjugation and consequently on the group algebra ZprrN ss. This conjugation action clearly
preserves the augmentation ideal filtration.

We want to apply our previous setup from subsection 3.3, and in particular corollary 21, to Symonds
and Weigel’s definition for the N -cohomology of algebraic modules V (in particular, the trivial module
Zp) and get a spectral sequence which computes H˚pN,V q. To do this, it remains to check that the
Λ7A-module M “ Zp “ ZprrN ss{I is filt f.g. with exhaustive filtration, but this is clear, since the T pOF q-
action by conjugation on ZprrN ss yields the trivial action on ZprrN ss{I, and hence specializing corollary
21 to this situation we obtain the following
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Theorem 3. Consider the augmentation filtration on the completed group algebra ZprrN ss. Let V be a
finitely generated Zp-module with a continuous action of BpOF q. Suppose that as a filtered T pOF q7ZprrN ss-
module, V has a bounded and discrete filtration.

Then there exists a convergent spectral sequence of TpOF q-modules

Er,s1 “ Hr`s
grZprrNss pgrZp, grV qr ñ Er,s8 “ Hr`s

ZprrNsspZp, V qr “ Hr`spN,V qr.

that converges to the graded TpOF q-module associated to a TpOF q-equivariant filtration of H˚pN,V q.

Notice in particular that the trivial Λ7ZprrN ss-module V “ Zp has bounded and discrete filtration,
so the corollary applies to it and we obtain a spectral sequence computing H˚pN,Zpq.

We have all the ingredients to prove our final goal, which we restate for the convenience of the reader.

Theorem 4. There is a TpOF q-equivariant isomorphism

H˚Zp pn,Zpq – grH˚ pN,Zpq

between the Lie algebra cohomology of the Zp-Lie algebra n and the graded module associated to the
TpOF q-equivariant filtration of H˚pN,Zpq induced by the augmentation ideal.

Proof. First of all, by theorems 9 and 13 we have an isomorphism Upnq – grZprrN ss of graded Zp-Lie
algebras, where the grading on the left is induced by the grading on n given by root heights, and the
grading on the right comes from the augmentation ideal filtration.

Since N is a compact, p-adic analytic group, we have by theorem 3 a convergent spectral sequence of
graded TpOF q-modules

Hr`s
UpnqpZp,Zpqr ñ Hr`spN,Zpqr,

and we want to show that it collapses on the first page.
Notice that the E1-page is the Lie algebra cohomology for n. Since by corollary 2 Hnpn,Zpq is a

finite rank, free Zp-module, it suffices to show that for each n, Hnpn,Zpq bZp Qp and HnpN,Zpq bZp Qp

are Qp-vector spaces of the same dimension, as this will force the abutment of the spectral sequence to
coincide with its E1-page.

We want to show that
H˚Zp pn,Zpq bZp Qp – H˚pN,Zpq bZp Qp. (13)

Consider first of the left hand side. Just like in lemma 5, we can tensor with Qp the complex
computing H˚Zp pn,Zpq. To apply the universal coefficient theorem (as in corollary 7.56 of [24]) and

conclude that H˚Zppn,Zpq bZp Qp – H˚QppnQp ,Qpq it remains to check that the relevant Tor groups (that

is, Tor
Zp
1 pH˚pn,Zpq,Qpq) are zero, but this is clear as Qp is a flat Zp-module.

Now we switch our attention to the right side of formula 13. In section 4.2 of [12] Huber, Kings and
Neumann build on work of Lazard ([18]) and prove, in particular, some comparison theorems between
continuous group cohomology, analytic group cohomology and Lie algebra cohomology for a certain class
of p-adic analytic groups. We are interested in theorem 4.3.1 of loc. cit.: since U1{Zp is a smooth group
scheme with connected generic fiber, they describe an isomorphism

H˚lapN,Qpq
„
ÝÑ H˚QppnQp ,Qpq

between analytic group cohomology and Lie algebra cohomology, with Qp-coefficients.
The analytic group cohomology of a pro-p, p-adic analytic group has first been studied by Lazard in

[18], chapter V. It can be thought of as the cohomology of the complex of locally analytic cochains (a
subcomplex of the continuous cochains).
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Lazard himself proves (theorem 2.3.10 chapter V in loc. cit.) that the embedding of the subcomplex
of analytic cochains into the complex of continuous cochains yields, for any finite, torsion-free Zp-module
(such as Qp), an isomorphism at the level of cohomology:

H˚lapN,Qpq
„
ÝÑ H˚c pN,Qpq,

where again we remark that the cohomology H˚c pN,Qpq is defined as the homology of the complex of
continuous cochains.

On the other hand, Symonds and Weigel in [26], section 3.8 give a way to define the same rational
continuous cohomology as an Ext-group, and the two descriptions coincide (as is clear from Symonds and
Weigel’ construction of rational cohomology, where they use any projective resolution of Zp by profinite
N -modules).

Finally, Symonds and Weigel prove in loc. cit. theorem 3.8.2 that

H˚c pN,Zpq bZp Qp – H˚c pN,Qpq,

which concludes our proof.
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